
 

 
 

Awesome Chemistry Valentine  
by Neva Cole 

 
I had the perfect stamp and die set to make a great Valentine that did not feature red... and 
since I am a Chemistry teacher by profession it is one of my favorite cute themes.  Vertigo 
makes a great glass test tube and Erlenmeyer flask. StazOn Studio Glaze is an excellent 
medium to color both the Vertigo and the background papers to create a coordinated 
Valentine in brilliant colors. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
Directions: 
 

     
 
 
1. Stamp Your Next Stamp Perfect Chemistry images in StazOn Jet Black on Vertigo and die 

cut with coordinating dies. 
 
2. Shake StazOn Studio Glaze in Emerald City and Gothic Purple and squeeze a small dot on 

the stamped image.  Color the image with a Fantastix brush tip.  Start with the smallest 
parts of the image and move the StazOn Studio Glaze around until the image is evenly 
colored.  Set aside to dry. 

 

 
 
3. Squeeze StazOn Studio Glaze in Emerald City on background paper (4.25” x 5.75”) and 

spread with ink blusher and set aside to dry.  Only the areas that will show in the 
background need to be colored.  Round corners of background card stock. 

 



 
 
4. Fill a large latex balloon with popcorn and tie closed.   Squeeze a small drop of StazOn 

Studio Glaze in Gothic Purple on the craft mat and pick up color with balloon.  Stamp 
randomly on card stock (2” x 3.75”) to create a mottled background.  Set aside to dry.  
Round bottom corners. 
 

5. Die cut small hearts using Lawn Fawn Stitched Journaling Card set from additional card 
stock colored with StazOn Studio Glaze in Emerald City and Gothic Purple.  (In my case the 
original practice pieces for the project.) 

 

 
 
6. Select sentiment stamps and stamp in Memento Tuxedo Black on mottled background. 

 
7. Adhere StazOn Studio Glaze in Emerald City background to 4.5” x 6” cream card stock 

base. 
 

8. Adhere Vertigo images to cream card stock trimmed to 2.75” x 3.75” that has the top 
corners rounded.  Xyron X permanent adhesive was applied to the entire image.   
 

9. Adhere two smaller card stock sections to background with dimensional adhesive.  
Adhere hearts to card. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Supply List 
Imagine Crafts by Tsukineko 

• StazOn Studio Glaze Emerald City and Gothic Purple 
• StazOn Jet Black 
• Memento Tuxedo Black 
• Fantastix Brush Tip 
• Ink Blushers 
• Craft Mat 

 
Other Supplies 

• Your Next Stamp Perfect Chemistry stamp set and die set 
• Technique Tuesday All You Need is Love stamp set (Valentine sentiment) 
• Studio G stamp set (Awesome sentiment) 
• Lawn Fawn Stitched Journaling Card die set (small heart die cuts) 
• Latex balloon filled with popcorn (unpopped) 
• Xyron X permanent adhesive 
• Miscellaneous:  Cream card stock, die cut machine, corner rounder, adhesive, 

dimensional foam adhesive 


